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 Manager Type: Multi Manager 
 Investment Process: Active 
 Status: Open-ended
 Structure: Actively Managed Certificate 
 Domicile: Guernsey 
 Issue date: 1st April 2022
 Valuation date: Monthly
 Subscription Frequency: Monthly
 Lock Up: 3 years

ISIN: CH1160072877
Currency: Euro
Minimum Subscription: 10 units
Management fees: 2% 
Custody Fee: 0.85%
Hurdle rate: 0%
Performance Fees: 20% 
Secondary market: Bid Offer 1% spread

CRIPTONITE 
 ASSET MANAGEMENT SA

The allocation is focused on the purchase

and trade of NFTs in relation to Metaverse

real estate and collectibles spaces.

19, rue de la Corraterie, 
1204 Geneva 

+ 41 (0)22 809 07 23  
info@criptoniteam.com  
www.criptoniteam.com

INVESTMENT GUIDELINES

KEY BENEFITS

Investments will be made using an analytical

approach including analysis based on the rarity of

traits, with a focus on value drivers such as unique

content and scarcity in properties.

Diversification from traditional investments
Professional SO-FIT regulated Asset Manager
Regulated custodian for secure crypto storage
Monthly NAV
Invest directly with Fiat Currency

DETAILS

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Issuer: CRI-ptonite Limited (Guernsey)
Paying Agent: ISP Securities AG (Switzerland) 
Strategy Manager: CRIptonite Asset Management SA
(Switzerland) 
Executing Broker: Copper Technologies (UK) Ltd
Depositary & Crypto Asset storage Provider: Copper
Technologies (UK) Ltd
Clearance Institution / Clearing Code: SIX SIS AG / ISP
116441
NAV Calculation: GenTwo Digital AG (Switzerland)

Disclaimer

This is an advertising document that only outlines certain features of the certificate and has been prepared by CRIptonite Asset Management SA for informational purposes only for
the sole use of the intended recipient. It does not seek to make any recommendation to buy or sell any particular security or investment (including units in the Certificate) or to adopt
any specific investment strategy. Neither CRIptonite Asset Management SA nor any of its affiliates, or their directors, officers or employees, accepts any liability for any loss arising
from the use of the information in this document. Data herein should not be relied upon as such information is subject to change, without notice, at the discretion of CRIptonite Asset
Management SA at any time. Investors in crypto assets are subject to the risk of total loss of the amount invested.
This document may only be provided to qualified investors.

ACTIVELY MANAGED CERTIFICATE

CRI-PTONITE METAVERSE REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
The investment objective of the Criptonite Metaverse Real Estate AMC is to exclusively purchase and trade NFTs in
relation to the real estate in the Metaverse. This includes lands, houses and any items around these topics. The strategy
will capitalize on long term trends within the Metaverse in which established brands, artists and other organizations
acknowledge for the greater visibility and impact they can create. These trends will be analysed carefully and be used as a
conductor line for the strategy manager to invest in the NFTs that have the most potential in generating increased value
over time.


